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ABSTRACT
Quantum error correction (QEC) and fault-tolerant (FT) mechanisms are essential for reliable quantum computing. However, QEC considerably increases the computation size up to four orders of magnitude. Moreover, FT implementation has specific requirements on qubit layouts, causing both resource and time overhead. Reducing spatial-temporal costs becomes critical since it is beneficial to decrease the failure rate of quantum computation. To this purpose, scalable qubit plane architectures and efficient mapping passes including placement and routing of qubits as well as scheduling of operations are needed. This paper proposes a full mapping process to execute lattice surgery-based quantum circuits on two surface code architectures, namely a checkerboard and a tile-based one. We show that the checkerboard architecture is 2x qubit-efficient but the tile-based one requires lower communication overhead in terms of both operation overhead (up to ∼ 86%) and latency overhead (up to ∼ 79%).

1 INTRODUCTION
By exploiting superposition and entanglement, quantum computing can outperform classical computing while solving certain problems. For example, quantum computers can factor large numbers using Shor’s algorithm with an exponential speedup over its best classical counterparts [1]. When adopting the circuit model as a computational model, algorithms can be described by quantum circuits consisting of qubits and gates. Such a circuit representation is hardware agnostic and assumes, for instance, that any arbitrary interaction between qubits is possible and both qubits and gates are reliable.

However, real quantum processors have specific constraints that must be complied to when executing a quantum algorithm, a procedure for mapping quantum circuits is therefore required. One of the main constraints in current quantum experimental platforms is the limited connectivity between qubits. A promising qubit structure that is being pursued for many quantum technologies like superconductors [2, 3] and quantum dots [4, 5], is a 2D grid architecture that only allows nearest-neighbour (NN) interactions. Other 2D qubit structures such as the quantum processors from IBM [6], Google [7], and Rigetti [8] have even more restrictive connectivity constraints. This means that non-neighbouring or non-connected qubits need to be moved or routed to be adjacent for interacting -i.e. performing a two-qubit gate, resulting in an overhead in the number of operations as well as the execution time (latency) of the circuit.

Placing frequently interacting qubits close to each other combined with efficient routing techniques -e.g. shortest path- can help to reduce the movement overhead. In addition, exploiting available parallelism of operations will reduce the overall execution time of the circuit. Note that reducing the number of operations and the total circuit latency will be of benefit to decrease the failure rate of computation [9, 10]. Therefore, efficiently mapping quantum circuits on a specific qubit structure, including placement and routing of qubits and scheduling of operations, is necessary for reliable quantum computation. Many works have been done to map physical quantum circuits on different qubit structures. [11–18] propose algorithms to map physical circuits on quantum processors with 2D NN structures. [19–21] and [22] respectively focus on IBM and Rigetti processors which both only support interactions on dedicated neighbours.

Moreover, quantum hardware is error prone, that is, the qubits lose their states (or decohere) extremely fast and quantum operations are faulty. For instance, superconducting qubits decohere in tens of microseconds [23] and quantum operations have error rates ∼ 0.1% [24] compared to ∼ 10⁻¹⁵ for CMOS based devices. Therefore, quantum error correction (QEC) and fault-tolerant (FT) mechanisms are needed to protect quantum states from errors and make quantum computing FT. This is achieved by encoding a logical qubit into multiple error prone physical qubits and applying FT (logical) operations on such logical qubits [25]. However, QEC significantly increases the computation size up to four orders of magnitude. Furthermore, this FT implementation may lead to more and/or different constraints on the encoded logical circuits, e.g., interaction restrictions between two logical qubits. Consequently, the mapping of fault-tolerant quantum circuits may become more difficult because it should consider both physical-level and logical-level constraints. In addition, it may require the definition of a virtual layer called qubit plane architecture to provide scalable management of qubits and support fast execution of fault-tolerant operations.

Several papers [26–31] have discussed how to map FT quantum circuits onto 2D quantum architectures based on concatenated codes such as Steane code. However, not many papers focus on surface code (SC) [32], currently one of the most promising QEC codes. [33–35] optimize quantum circuits based on defect surface codes in terms of geometrical volume defined by the product of # qubits and # gates (or time) of the circuit. [36] evaluates both planar and defect surface codes in terms of qubit resources and circuit latency. However, they assume two-qubit gates (CNOT) between two planar qubits can be performed transversally, which is an over-optimistic assumption given the limited connectivity in current quantum technologies. Fortunately, a technique called lattice surgery [37, 38] can be used to perform a two-qubit gate between two planar qubits in a 2D NN architecture. Nevertheless, the mapping of quantum circuits based on lattice surgery and the required qubit plane architecture have been hardly researched. [37] introduces a scalable qubit architecture for efficiently supporting...
lattice surgery-based two-qubit gates. [39] proves that the optimization of lattice surgery-based quantum circuits on its geometrical volume is NP-hard.

This paper will focus on the mapping of lattice surgery-based quantum circuits onto surface code qubit architectures. The contributions of this paper are the following:

- We derive the logical-level constraints of the mapping process when the lattice surgery is used to perform FT operations on planar surface codes. We further provide the quantification of these logical operations, which are used for the mapping passes.
- Based on the qubit plane architecture presented in [37], we propose two different qubit architectures, namely a checkerboard architecture and a tile-based one, that support lattice surgery-based operations. For the tile-based architecture, we present an approach to fault-tolerantly swap tiles by lattice surgery, which is 3x faster than a standard SWAP operation by 3 consecutive logical CNOT gates. In addition, we also apply similar techniques to perform a FT CNOT gate between tiles where logical data qubits are not located in the required positions.
- We propose a full mapping procedure, including placement and routing of qubits and scheduling of operations, to map FT quantum circuits onto the two presented qubit architectures and evaluate these architectures on their communication overhead.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basics of FT quantum computing. We introduce two qubit plane architectures of interest in Section 3 followed by the proposed mapping passes in Section 4. The evaluation metrics and benchmarks are shown in Section 5. The experimental results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes.

2 FT QUANTUM COMPUTING

Like in classical computing, quantum computing is also built on a two-level system named qubit. A qubit however can be in a superposition of states |0⟩ and |1⟩: |ψ⟩ = α|0⟩ + β|1⟩ where α and β are complex numbers. Quantum states can be transformed by performing quantum operations on them. Commonly-used quantum gates include single-qubit gates, such as Pauli-X, -Y, -Z, Hadamard (H), S and T, and two-qubit gates, such as the Controlled-NOT (CNOT) and SWAP. In a CNOT gate, the target qubit ‘T’ is flipped only if the control qubit ‘C’ is |1⟩. A SWAP gate interchanges the states of two qubits and can be implemented by three consecutive CNOT gates. The gate set {H, S, T, CNOT} is one of the most popular universal sets of quantum gates, meaning that any arbitrary quantum gate can be approximated within a particular precision by a finite sequence of those gates. Any quantum algorithm can be described by a quantum circuit which consists of qubits and quantum gates.

2.1 Quantum error correction

As mentioned before, quantum systems are error prone so that QEC is required for reliable computation. The idea of QEC is to encode a logical qubit into many physical qubits and constantly check the system to detect possible errors. The number of errors that can be corrected is determined by the code distance d which is defined as the minimum number of physical operations required to perform a logical operation. Surface code is one of the most promising QEC codes because of its high tolerance to errors (around 1%) and its simple 2D structure with only NN interactions as shown in Figure 1(a). It consists of two types of qubits, data qubits (solid circles) for storing computational information, and X- or Z-ancilla qubits (open circles) used to perform stabilizer measurement. The stabilizer measurements are also called error syndrome measurements (ESM) of which circuit description is shown in Figure 1(b). Note that the CNOT gates are only performed between ancilla qubits and their nearest-neighbouring data qubits. We define a SC cycle as the interval between the starting points of two consecutive ESM.

In surface code, there are two main ways of encoding a single logical qubit, using a planar [40] or a defect approach [41]. In planar SC, a single lattice is used to encode one logical qubit. In defect SC, a logical qubit is realized by creating defects in a lattice. For both codes, an implementable universal set of FT logical operations are initialization (Init) and measurement (MSMT) of qubits, Pauli, H, S, T and CNOT gates. However, planar SC requires less physical qubits to encode one logical qubit for the same code distance. In the near-term implementation of quantum computing, qubits are scarce resources and current quantum technologies are pursuing a realization of planar SC quantum hardware [3]. This paper therefore focuses on planar surface code. Note that the FT implementation of defect SC [41–44] differs from planar SC, leading to different implications on the mapping procedure.

2.2 Fault-tolerant mechanisms

Figure 2(a) shows three logical qubits based on distance-3 planar SC and they are labeled as ‘A’, ‘T’ and ‘C’, respectively. Each logical qubit consists of 17 physical qubits and has two types of boundaries, Z-boundaries and X-boundaries. For instance, in lattice ‘A’, the left and right boundaries are Z-type and the top and bottom boundaries are X-type. In planar SC, initialization, measurement, Pauli gates, and H can be implemented transversally, i.e., applying bitwise physical operations on a subset of the data qubits, and then performing ESM to detect errors. The FT implementation of S and T gates in surface code requires ancillary qubits prepared in specific states called magic states. However, the preparation of magic

Figure 1: (a) The qubit layout of a surface code, where data qubits are on the vertices (solid circles) and X- and Z-ancilla qubits are on the purple and pink plaquettes (open circles), respectively. (b) Error syndrome measurement circuits for X- and Z-stabilizers (X_{D5,D2,D4,D1} and Z_{D6,D3,D5,D2}).
gates need to be performed. We will investigate the dynamics of ‘C’ and ‘T’. ‘C’ is the control qubit, ‘T’ is the target qubit, and an 90-degree elbow-shaped qubit layout is required for implementation of a lattice surgery-based CNOT gate between qubits ‘C’ and ‘T’. ‘C’ is the control qubit, ‘T’ is the target qubit, and ‘A’ is the ancilla qubit in either |0⟩ or |+⟩ state. The integrated lattice ‘AC’ and the separated lattices ‘A’ and ‘C’, after merging and splitting ‘A’ and ‘C’, respectively.

Figure 2: (a) Three planar SC-based logical qubits with \( d = 3 \). A 90-degree elbow-shaped qubit layout is required for implementing a CNOT gate between qubits ‘C’ and ‘T’. ‘C’ is the control qubit, ‘T’ is the target qubit, and ‘A’ is the ancilla qubit in either |0⟩ or |+⟩ state. (b) The integrated lattice ‘AC’ and (c) the separated lattices ‘A’ and ‘C’, after merging and splitting ‘A’ and ‘C’, respectively.

Figure 3: The circuits (a) and (b) to realize the measurement-based CNOT gate. ‘C’ is the control qubit, ‘T’ is the target qubit. An ancillary qubit is prepared in state |0⟩ \(_L\) (a) or |+⟩ \(_L\) (b).

The qubit layout for performing the measurement-based CNOT gate in the 2D NN architecture is shown in Figure 2(a). The realization of the circuit in Figure 2(b) is achieved as follows: 1) lattices ‘A’ and ‘C’ are merged and then split; 2) lattices ‘A’ and ‘T’ are merged and then split; and 3) measure ‘A’. The merge and split operations are implemented by a technique called lattice surgery. For instance, the merge and split of lattice ‘A’ and ‘C’ are implemented by performing ESM on the integrated lattice (Figure 2(b)) and on the separated lattices (Figure 2(c)), respectively. In general, a surgery-based CNOT takes \( 4d + 1 \) SC cycles. It is worthy to mention that a split operation between qubits ‘A’ and ‘C’ (‘T’), can happen simultaneously with a merge operation between qubits ‘A’ and ‘T’ (‘C’). Furthermore, a split operation between two qubits and a measurement on one of them can be performed in parallel. By exploiting the parallelism, the execution time in SC cycles can be reduced to \( 3d \).

2.3 Implications on the mapping problem

Based on the FT implementation of logical operations on planar SC, we derive the following constraints that must be taken into account by the mapping process as well as its implications.

**Constraints:**
1) The physical 2D NN interaction constraint is intrinsically satisfied by the construction of surface codes, thus the physical-level mapping becomes trivial; 2) A surgery-based CNOT gate requires that the qubits ‘C’ and ‘T’ together with the ancilla qubit ‘A’ are placed in particular neighbouring positions, forming a 90-degree elbow-shaped layout.

**Implications:**
1) Logical qubits that need to interact and are not placed in such neighbouring positions need to be moved, for instance by means of SWAP operations. The movement of qubits introduces overhead in terms of both qubit resources and execution time; 2) Therefore, in lattice surgery-based SC quantum computing, it is essential to pre-define a qubit plane architecture for efficiently managing qubit resources and supporting communication between logical qubits; 3) In addition, operations for moving qubits should be defined; 4) It is necessary to initially place highly interacting logical qubits as close as possible and apply routing techniques to find the communication paths.

Based on the above observations, we will introduce two slightly different plane architectures and mapping passes for efficient execution of lattice surgery-based quantum circuits in the following sections.

3 QUBIT PLANE ARCHITECTURE

A qubit plane architecture is a virtual layer that organizes the qubits in different specialized and pre-defined areas such as communication, computation and storage. Qubit architectures should be able to manage qubit resources efficiently and provide fast execution of any quantum circuit.
In [37], a layout that supports lattice surgery-based CNOT gates on planar SC is presented. As shown in Figure 4, it consists of several patches. The gray patches of the lattice are used for allowing qubits to perform CNOT operations, whereas the pink patches are used for holding logical data qubits. Then, only 1/4 of the available patches contains logical data qubits. Based on this layout, we propose two slightly different qubit plane architectures, the tile-based architecture (t-arch) and the checkerboard architecture (c-arch) as shown in Figure 5. The pink and purple patches are where logical data qubits containing information can be allocated (data patches), whereas the gray patches are assisting logical qubits (ancilla patches) that are used for performing logical CNOT gates and for communication. These two architectures differ in: i) the number of logical data qubits that can allocate, ii) the way movement operations are implemented, iii) the steps required for performing a CNOT between neighbouring logical data qubits, and iv) the number of neighbours.

Logical data qubit allocation: In the checkerboard architecture, logical data qubits can be assigned to any of the pink patches, that is, 1/2 of the total patches are used to hold data qubits. In the tile-based architecture, a lined area consisting of 4 logical patches is defined as a basic computation tile and at most one logical data qubit can be allocated in each tile, that is, in either the pink or the purple patch. Then, only 1/4 of the total number of patches can be used for allocating logical data qubits.

Movement operations: One typical way to move physical qubits is through SWAP operations in which the state of the qubits is exchanged. Usually, a SWAP gate is implemented by applying 3 consecutive CNOT gates. The same principle can be applied for moving logical qubits. In this case a logical SWAP is realized by performing 3 consecutive lattice surgery-based CNOT gates, which is extremely time-consuming (9d SC cycles). In the checkerboard architecture, we will use such a swap method called c-SWAP for moving logical qubits because of the limited number of ancilla patches. In the tile-based architecture, we propose to use a faster movement operation, which is analogous to the measurement-based procedure for CNOT gates, to swap data information between two horizontally or vertically adjacent tiles. This swap operation called t-SWAP only takes 1x logical CNOT gate time regardless of locations where data qubits are allocated inside the tiles -i.e. purple or pink patches. It is realized by ‘moving’ qubits to neighbouring horizontal and vertical patches (see Appendix B). Figure 6 shows an example of how to swap two logical data qubits placed in adjacent tiles by using the t-SWAP operation. Similarly, one can perform a t-SWAP between any other pair of patches in the horizontally or vertically adjacent tiles.

CNOT operations: As mentioned in Section 2, the control and target qubits need to be placed in patches that form a 90-degree elbow-shaped in order to perform a lattice surgery-based CNOT. In the checkerboard architecture, two neighbouring data patches are always in such 90-degree locations so that a lattice surgery-based CNOT gate can be directly performed between them. We called this operation c-CNOT and it is implemented by 3 steps, taking
3d SC cycles as described in the previous section. However, in the tile-based architecture, a CNOT operation called t-CNOT between two data qubits placed in horizontally, vertically, or diagonally adjacent tiles may need some pre-processing, depending on where data qubits are allocated. If the control and target logical qubits are already placed in patches forming a 90-degree shape, then one can perform the CNOT directly, e.g., patch D1 with patches A4, A2, A5. Otherwise, logical data qubits need to be moved to the required locations before performing the CNOT gate as shown in Figure 7.

Similarly, one can perform a t-CNOT between any other pair of patches in adjacent tiles. The t-CNOT with and without pre-processing takes 4d and 3d SC cycles, respectively. In the results section, we will assume that a t-CNOT always takes 4d SC cycles for simplicity.

Number of neighbours: In the checkerboard architecture one data patch can only interact with 4 adjacent data patches, e.g., the neighbours of patch 8 are 4, 5, 10, 11 in Figure 5(a). As mentioned in Section 2, a logical ancilla is required for performing a lattice surgery-based CNOT gate. To avoid ancilla conflicts when performing multiple logical CNOT gates simultaneously in the checkerboard, only the upper ancilla patch adjacent to the two interacting data patches can be used. For instance, ancilla 1 (2) will be used when performing a CNOT between data qubits 2 and 4 (2 and 5). In the tile-based architecture, one tile can interact with at most 8 neighbours, e.g., the neighbours of tile 5 are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9. However, logical CNOT gates between data qubits in tiles 1 and 5, and between data qubits in tiles 2 and 4 cannot be performed simultaneously because of ancilla conflicts. To avoid such conflicts for now, we only assume 6 neighbours per tile; we remove the right-top and left-bottom neighbours of each tile, e.g., remove tiles 3 and 7 from the neighbour list of tile 5.

In the next section, we will introduce the procedure for mapping lattice surgery-based quantum circuits onto both qubit architectures. We will then evaluate their communication overhead in terms of both operation overhead and latency overhead in Section 6.

4 QUANTUM CIRCUIT MAPPING

The mapping of quantum circuits involves initial placement and routing of qubits and scheduling of operations. The need for QEC significantly enlarges the circuit size, which makes the mapping problem even more complex. For instance, in surface codes one logical qubit is encoded into $O(d^2)$ physical qubits and one logical operation is implemented by $O(d^3)$ physical operations, where $d$ is the code distance. Therefore, we propose to perform the mapping of quantum circuits before going to the physical implementation of logical qubits and operations. It means that each logical qubit is treated as one single unit, and each logical operation is regarded as one single instruction. Once the mapping is finished, logical operations need to be expanded into the corresponding physical operations. We use a library to translate each logical operation into pre-scheduled physical quantum operations (see Appendix C). During the translation, the address of underlying physical qubits corresponding to a logical qubit can be retrieved by maintaining a q-symbol table [51].

| Table 1: The execution time in SC cycles of different logical operations, $d$ is the code distance. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|---|---|---|
|                               | Init & MSMT     | Pauli | $H$ | $S$ |
| # Cycles                      | 1               | 1    | 4d | 14d |
| t-CNOT                        | 3d              | 9d   | 4d | 3d |
| c-CNOT                        |                 |      |    |     |
| t-SWAP                        |                 |      |    |     |
| c-SWAP                        |                 |      |    |     |
| t- swap                       |                 |      |    |     |

Table 1 depicts the execution time of different logical operations on planar surface codes expressed in SC cycles. It includes single-qubit operations as well as the two-qubit operations used in both qubit architectures presented previously. The execution time of different operations is used in the scheduling and routing passes. Furthermore, we will use these numbers for calculating the overall circuit latency in Section 5.

In order to illustrate the different steps in the mapping of quantum circuits, we will use the circuit in Figure 8(a) described by a quantum assembly language (QASM). This is the encoding circuit of the 7-qubit Steane code [[7, 1, 3]] and it can also be used to distill the magic states for 5 gates [42]. In this case, we assume each qubit is a logical qubit encoded by a distance-7 planar SC and each operation is a FT operation implemented by the techniques in Section 2 and Section 3.

4.1 Scheduling operations

The objective of the scheduling problem is to minimize the total execution time (circuit latency) of quantum algorithms meanwhile keeping the correctness of the program semantics. Similar to instruction scheduling in classical processors, the correctness can be achieved by respecting the data dependency [52] between quantum operations. Analogous to classical computing, two kinds of data dependency can be defined for quantum computing: true dependency, which is the dependency between two single-qubit gates and between a single-qubit gate and a CNOT gate, and name dependency, which is the dependency between two CNOT gates which have the same control (or target) qubit.

We convert a QASM-described quantum circuit into a data flow-based weighted directed graph, which is called Quantum Operation Dependency Graph (QODG) and shown in Figure 8(b). In this graph $G(V_G, E_G)$, each operation is denoted using a node $v_i$, and the data dependency arising from two consecutive operations on a same qubit, e.g., $v_i$ followed by $v_j$, is represented using a directed edge $e(v_i, v_j)$. $V_G$ and $E_G$ are the node set and edge set of $G$, respectively. We also define $E^{S}_G$ and $E^{T}_G$ as the collection of edges that exhibits true and name dependency, respectively. $S_{v_i}$ represents the starting time of operation $v_i$ and $T_{v_i}$ indicates its latency. The scheduling objective is to minimize the total circuit latency (Formula 1) while preserving the data dependency between operations (Formula 2).

\[
\min \sup_{v_i \in V_G} (S_{v_i} + T_{v_i}) \quad (1)
\]

subject to

\[
(S_{v_i} + T_{v_i}) \leq S_{v_j}, \quad \forall (v_i, v_j) \in E_G \quad (2)
\]

Note that two CNOT gates which share the same control or the same target qubit are commutable, meaning that they can be executed in any order except in parallel. This commutation property has not been considered in previous works [11–15, 26–31]. In this
The QAP-model for initial placement of qubits:

The serial QASM representation, 'qwait' is an instruction specifies the waiting time until the next instruction can be issued. The routing process repeats until all CNOT gates can be performed in the future two-qubit operations; that is, we want to avoid to move away qubits that are already close to each other and need to interact in the future. Once the path is selected, the instructions inside the buffer will be rescheduled using the ASAP strategy. Then the buffer will output routing instructions and will be fed with new ones. This process repeats until all CNOT gates can be performed in the pre-defined qubit architecture.

4.2 Placing and routing qubits

The QAP-model for initial placement of qubits: The goal of qubit placement is to find an optimal initial placement of the qubits that minimizes communication overhead. Similar to the placement approaches in [15, 28, 53], the initial placement problem is formulated as a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) with the communication overhead represented using the Manhattan distance:

$$\min \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} c_{ijk} x_{ik} x_{j}$$

subject to

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ik} = 1, \quad \forall k = 1, \cdots n$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} x_{ik} = 1, \quad \forall i = 1, \cdots m$$

where $m(n)$ is the number of locations(qubits), $x_{ikj} = 1$ or 0 indicates whether qubit $k(l)$ is assigned to location $i(j)$ or not, $c_{ijk} = D_{ij} R_{kl}$ is the cost of separately assigning qubit $k$ and $l$ to locations $i$ and $j$. $D_{ij}$ is the Manhattan distance between locations $i$ and $j$, and $R_{kl}$ is the number of interactions between qubits $k$ and $l$ in the circuit. Constraints 6 and 7 ensure a one-to-one mapping from qubits to locations. A location is a tile in the tile-based architecture and a data patch in the checkerboard architecture.

The results of routing the Steane [[7, 1, 3]] encoding circuit onto the tile-based and checkerboard architectures are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. The inputs of the routing process include 1) the pre-scheduled circuit using an ASAP strategy. Then the buffer will output routing instructions and will be fed with new ones. This process repeats until all CNOT gates can be performed in the pre-defined qubit architecture.

The routing algorithm: The introduced two SC qubit architectures require routing of qubits, which involves finding communication paths and inserting the corresponding movement operations, for instance by means of the SWAP operations. An efficient routing should minimize the number of inserted movement operations as well as the increased latency. In this paper, qubits are routed based on a sliding window (buffer) principle as shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm will find a path for the first not NN instruction- i.e. CNOT operation in which qubits are not NN- inside the buffer. We adopted the breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm to find all possible shortest paths. Then, in order to select the communication path the algorithm looks back and forward. The look-back finds the maximum interleaving of movement instructions (SWAPs) with previous instructions. The look-ahead will look how the positions of the qubits involved in a certain path is changed and how it affects future two-qubit operations; that is, we want to avoid to move away qubits that are already close to each other and need to interact in the future. Once the path is selected, the instructions inside the buffer will be rescheduled using the ASAP strategy. Then the buffer will output routing instructions and will be fed with new ones. This process repeats until all CNOT gates can be performed in the pre-defined qubit architecture.

Figure 9: The initial placements of the Steane [[7, 1, 3]] encoding circuit in (a) the tile-based architecture which has $3 \times 3$ tiles and (b) the checkerboard architecture which has $3 \times 3$ data patches in the dashed region (rotated by 45 degrees).
Algorithm 1 Routing algorithm

Input:  Defined qubit architecture and its size, initial placement, scheduled QASM-file
Output:  Routed QASM-file

1: Define instruction buffer, $B$, length $l$ = window size
2: Fill $B$ with instructions from input-QASM
3: while $B$ is not empty do
4:  # Check if an instruction (ins) is NN
5:  for ins in $B[0 : l/2]$ do
6:    # If an instruction is not NN, start routing
7:      if ins is not NN then
8:        # Find different paths
9:        paths = all shortest paths for ins based on BFS
10:       # Look-back
11:       for p in paths do
12:         p.length = #cycles from in $p$ - #cycles p can interleave with instruction in $B[0 : ins]$)
13:       # Look-ahead to other ins ($o_i$)
14:       for p in paths do
15:         Place qubits based on $p$
16:         p.length += $\sum_{o_i \in B[ins : l]}$ shortest path for $o_i$ in #cycles
17:       Insert path with min. length and update placement
18:      Break for-loop
19:    Reschedule $B[0 : ins]$
20:  Write $B[0]$ to output-QASM
21:  Fill $B$ from input-QASM with qubit placement

and inserts SWAP operations when two qubits for a coming CNOT gate are not neighbours and then the qubit layout is changed. The final circuits and the intermediate qubit layouts after a full mapping procedure on the tile-based architecture and the checkerboard architecture are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively. Note that the operations inside each dashed block will be executed on the qubit layout marked in the same color and the current layout will be transformed into the next one after performing the inserted SWAP operation(s). Note that the final circuits after routing are totally different from the original circuit with an ALAP scheduling. This is because the operations inside each routing buffer has been rescheduled using an ASAP approach.

5 METRICS AND BENCHMARKS

In order to evaluate the impact of the mapping passes as well as the proposed qubit plane architectures we define the following metrics:

Qubit efficiency $E_q$: It is calculated as $E_q = \frac{\#Data}{\#AllQubits}$; where #AllQubits refers to the total number of logical qubits in a predefined qubit architecture for executing a quantum algorithm, including both logical data qubits and logical ancilla qubits, and # Data is the number of logical data qubits.

Circuit latency: It is the total execution time of a quantum algorithm in SC cycles. Even though reducing the circuit latency may have an overall negligible impact on the exponential performance improvement, it may be important for the algorithms with polynomial speedup. More importantly, shorter latency will also decrease the failure rate of the executed circuit.

Latency overhead: It is the percentage of latency used for moving qubits, and it is calculated as $\frac{L_R - L_S}{L_S}$; where $L_R$ and $L_S$ are the circuit latency with and without considering routing qubits, respectively.

Figure 10: The final circuit and the intermediate qubit layouts after mapping the Steane $[[7, 1, 3]]$ encoding circuit onto the tile-based architecture.

Figure 11: The final circuit and the intermediate qubit layouts after mapping the Steane $[[7, 1, 3]]$ encoding circuit onto the checkerboard architecture.
We map the benchmarks shown in Table 2 onto the two introduced ASAP scheduling. Figures 12 (13) compares the proposed scheduling (Section 4.1) on the latency of scheduled quantum circuits. We only report the number of operations of the quantum algorithm which has not been routed (see Table 2) and # SWAPs is the total number of operations for distance 7. Note that this latency reduction is not only due to the less number of movement overhead, but also due to the use of much faster movements (t-SWAP) although the CNOT gates (t-CNOT) are slightly slower.

**Qubit efficiency:** As mentioned in Section 3, 1/4 and ~ 1/2 of the total number of patches are used for allocating logical data qubits in the tile-based architecture and the checkerboard architecture, respectively. Therefore, the qubit efficiency in the t-arch is $E_q = 1/4$ and the qubit efficiency in the c-arch is $E_q = 1/2$.

Based on the above observations, we can conclude that although the tile-based architecture is less qubit efficient than the checkerboard architecture, it can also substantially reduce the communication overhead in terms of operation overhead (up to ~ 86%) and latency overhead (up to ~ 79%). As we mentioned previously, decreasing the communication overhead helps to improve the computation fidelity. Therefore, one may have to compromise between qubit efficiency and communication overhead for the realization of quantum algorithms.
7 CONCLUSION

We have proposed two SC qubit plane architectures to efficiently support the execution of lattice surgery-based quantum circuits. We developed a full procedure for mapping small-scale quantum algorithms onto these two SC architectures. The experimental results show the following observations. First, the proposed scheduling considering the commutation property provides faster circuit execution than the scheduling without considering commutation.

Secondly, the mapping procedure causes communication overhead in terms of both operation overhead and latency overhead. Moreover, the communication overhead highly depends on how qubits are organized and moved, that is, the qubit plane architectures. The tile-based architecture considerably decreases the number of movements and also supports faster execution compared to the checkerboard though it is less qubit-efficient.

Figure 12: Comparison of the scheduling models with and without considering the commutation property \((d = 3)\).

Figure 13: Comparison of the scheduling models with and without considering the commutation property \((d = 7)\).

Figure 14: Comparison of mapping FT circuits onto different qubit architectures \((d = 3)\). The latency overhead for the first two circuits are larger than 1 as shown in the sub-figure.
As future work, we will focus on heuristic scheduling and placement algorithms as well as different routing techniques for large-scale quantum benchmarks. Furthermore, we will consider the dynamics of quantum computation such as magic state distillation for S or T gates and qubit routing for performing ‘neighbouring’ CNOT gates. Then we will investigate their implications on quantum circuit mapping. In addition, we will investigate different qubit architectures, for instance, an architecture with specialized communication channels for moving qubits and pre-defined regions for preparing magic states.
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**APPENDIX A  LATTICE SURGERY-BASED CNOT**

A CNOT is a gate applying on two qubits, the target qubit undergoes an X gate only if the control qubit is in |1⟩. One way to validate a CNOT implementation is to check the transformation of logical X and Z operators using the Heisenberg representation [58] as follows:

\[
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (X \otimes I)\text{CNOT} = X \otimes X \quad (9)
\]

\[
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (I \otimes X)\text{CNOT} = I \otimes X \quad (10)
\]

\[
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (Z \otimes I)\text{CNOT} = Z \otimes I \quad (11)
\]

\[
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (I \otimes Z)\text{CNOT} = Z \otimes Z \quad (12)
\]

For instance, the CNOT gate transforms an X in the control qubit into the target qubit in Equation (9). We can verify the measurement-based procedure [50], which is described by the circuits in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), by examining these transformations (9)-(12) as shown in Equations (13) and (14) respectively. These equations illustrate how different measurements transform stabilizers and logical operators. ‘C’, ‘T’, and ‘A’ represent the control, target, and ancillary qubit, respectively. ‘S’ and ‘L’ represent the stabilizers and logical operators, respectively. For example, after performing measurements \(M_{XX} \) in (13), the stabilizer 1ZZ is transformed into \((-1)^{M_{XX}}1XX \) and the logical operator 1IZ is transformed into 1ZZ.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (X \otimes I)\text{CNOT} &= X \otimes X \\
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (I \otimes X)\text{CNOT} &= I \otimes X \\
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (Z \otimes I)\text{CNOT} &= Z \otimes I \\
\text{CNOT}^\dagger (I \otimes Z)\text{CNOT} &= Z \otimes Z
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{S} &
\begin{array}{l}
\text{S} \\
\text{L}
\end{array} &
\begin{array}{l}
\text{IIZ} \quad (−1)^{M_{XX}}1XX \\
\text{XI} \quad (−1)^{M_{ZZ}}1ZZ \\
\text{IIX} \\
\text{III} \\
\text{IIIZ} \quad (−1)^{M_{ZZ}}1ZZ
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{S} &
\begin{array}{l}
\text{S} \\
\text{L}
\end{array} &
\begin{array}{l}
\text{IIX} \quad (−1)^{M_{ZZ}}1ZZ \\
\text{XI} \quad (−1)^{M_{XX}}1XX \\
\text{IIX} \\
\text{IIIZ} \quad (−1)^{M_{ZZ}}1ZZ
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

The joint measurement \(M_{XX} \) (\(M_{ZZ} \)) is realized by merge and split operations using lattice surgery [37, 38]. The basic operations of lattice surgery are to stop measuring some existing stabilizers and start to measure some new stabilizers. For example, the merge operation for \(M_{ZZ} \) on the qubits ‘A’ and ‘C’ in Figure 2(a) is performed by ceasing to measure \(X_{A}X_{B} \) in sequence starting to measure \(Z_{4}Z_{5}Z_{10} \), that is, performing \(d \) rounds of ESM on the merged lattice in Figure 2(b). This means the two lattices ‘A’ and ‘C’ are integrated into one single lattice. Similarly, the split operation is implemented by ceasing to measure \(Z_{4}Z_{5}Z_{10} \), that is, performing \(d \) rounds of ESM individually on each lattice ‘A’ and ‘C’ in Figure 2(c). The splitting procedure divides the merged lattice back into two lattices. Afterwards, one needs to read out the outcome of each joint measurement for further logical Pauli corrections. The measurement result of \(M_{ZZ} \) is interpreted into 0 (1) if the number of ‘-’ syndromes from the new stabilizers \(Z_{6}Z_{7}Z_{8}Z_{10} \) and \(Z_{6}Z_{11} \) during the merge is even (odd).

**APPENDIX B  LATTICE SURGERY-BASED MOVEMENT**

The lattice surgery-based joint measurements can be used to ‘move’ logical qubits to other locations. As mentioned previously, the adjacent boundaries should be in both X- or Z-type when performing such a joint measurement. Assuming that the qubit patches in the same row (column) of the tile-based architecture in Figure 5(b) have \(Z\) (X)-type adjacent boundaries, we introduce two basic movements: horizontal movement (Figure 16) and vertical movement (Figure 17). A logical state in A can be moved to its horizontally (vertically) adjacent position B (C) by first performing a joint measurement \(M_{XX} \) (\(M_{ZZ} \)) between A and B (C) followed by a Z (X) measurement on A. This horizontal (vertical) movements mimics the procedure in Equation (15) (Equation (16)), that is, the logical operators in patch A are transformed into patch B (C). It means that the logical state in A is moved to patch B (C). One can progressively move one logical state from one patch to the other by applying these horizontal movements and vertical movements as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17: (a) Patch A is a logical qubit in state |ψ⟩ and patch C is an ancilla in state |⟩. First perform the joint measurement \(M_{XX} \) realized by a merge (b) and a split (c), then perform the measurement \(M_{X} \) on patch A, the state |ψ⟩ is moved to patch B.

Figure 18: (a) Patch A is a logical qubit in state |ψ⟩ and patch C is an ancilla in state |⟩. The horizontal movements (b) and (c) are shown in Figure 17. Then perform the joint measurement \(M_{XX} \) realized by a merge (b) and a split (c), then perform the measurement \(M_{X} \) on patch A, the state |ψ⟩ is moved to patch C.
wise and performed in parallel, one only need to pre-schedule the operations of error syndrome measurement.

After the logical-level mapping, the physical-level mapping be-

(16)

ure 20) is scheduled and performed as follows (in QASM):

![Figure 20: The qubit layout for the distance-3 planar surface code.](image)

Some libraries are shown in Figure 1(b). The ESM cir-

Figure 18: (a) Patch A is a logical qubit in state $|\psi\rangle$, patch B and D are ancillas in states $|0\rangle$ and $|+\rangle$, respectively. The state $|\psi\rangle$ is moved to patch D in 3D SC cycles as follows: First perform the joint measurement $M_{ZZ}$ between A and B (b); then perform the joint measurement $M_{XX}$ between B and D; finally perform the measurement $M_X$ on patch A.

APPENDIX C  FT LIBRARY

After the logical-level mapping, the physical-level mapping be-

comes trivial for several reasons. First, there is no need to place
and route physical qubits since surface codes intrinsically satisfy
the 2D NN constraint. Secondly, as discussed in Section 2, each of
the universal set of logical operations (preparation, measurement,
Pauli, H, CNOT, S and T gates) on planar SC is implemented by a
certain series of SC cycles.

As shown in Figure 19, each cycle is composed of two time
slots, one purple slot for performing physical single-qubit gates
and one gray slot for performing one round of ESM. Depending
on the logical operation, a single-qubit gate such as Identity, Pauli
gates or H gate needs to be performed during each purple slot. For
instance, a logical X gate on the distance-3 planar surface code
(Figure 20) can be realized by one SC cycle, that is, first perform-
ing bit-wise physical X gates on qubits $D_1$, $D_2$, $D_3$ (purple slot) and then performing 1 round of ESM (gray slot). Therefore, a library can be
built to translate each logical operation into pre-scheduled physical
quantum operations. Since the operations in a purple slot are bit-

![Figure 19: The decomposition of logical operations into SC cycles.](image)

The ESM circuits for X and Z stabilizers are shown in Figure 1(b). One full round of ESM on the distance-3 planar surface code (Fig-
ure 20) is scheduled and performed as follows (in QASM):

- $\{\text{cnot} A2, D5 | \text{cnot} A7, D9 | \text{cnot} A5, D7 | \text{cnot} D2, A1 | \text{cnot} D6, A3 | \text{cnot} D8, A6 | \text{prepz} A8 | \text{prepz} A4\}$
- $\{\text{cnot} A2, D2 | \text{cnot} A7, D6 | \text{cnot} A5, D4 | \text{cnot} D9, A8 | \text{cnot} D3, A3 | \text{cnot} D5, A6 | \text{h} A4\}$
- $\{\text{cnot} A2, D4 | \text{cnot} A7, D8 | \text{cnot} A4, D6 | \text{cnot} D1, A1 | \text{cnot} D5, A3 | \text{cnot} D7, A6 | \text{h} A5\}$
- $\{\text{cnot} A2, D1 | \text{cnot} A7, D5 | \text{cnot} A4, D3 | \text{cnot} D8, A8 | \text{cnot} D2, A3 | \text{cnot} D4, A6 | \text{measure} A1 | \text{measure} A5\}$
- $\{\text{h} A2 | \text{h} A4 | \text{h} A7 | \text{measure} A3 | \text{measure} A6 | \text{measure} A8\}$
- $\{\text{measure} A2 | \text{measure} A4 | \text{measure} A7\}$

However, a more realistic scheduling needs to consider the un-
derlying hardware constraints such as the allowed primitive opera-
tions, their execution time, frequency multiplexing, etc. A scalable
scheme for executing the ESM of surface code on superconducting
qubits with NN coupling can be found in [3].

APPENDIX D  INITIAL PLACEMENTS

In this section, we examine how initial placement affects the map-
ing results.

Figures 21 and 22 show the comparison of the proposed smart
placement based on Manhattan distance with a naive placement
which locates qubits in order, where logical qubits are encoded by
the distance-3 surface code. For some benchmarks, the use of the
smart initial placement effectively decreases the operation overhead
on both the c-arch and the t-arch, from $\sim 8.3\%$ up to $37.5\%$ (rd84,
adder0-5, multiply-4, rd73, adder1-16, 15-enc) and from $\sim 7.4\%$ up to $50\%$ (adder1-8, hwb7, shor-15, multiply-4, rd84, adder1-16,
7-enc, 15-enc), respectively. Furthermore, the smart placement
approach reduces the latency overhead of the c-arch and t-arch
by $7.0\%$ to $31.1\%$ (rd73, shor-15, rd84, multiply-4, ham7, adder1-8,
7-enc, adder0-5, 15-enc) and by $7.4\%$ to $62.3\%$ (shor-15, adder1-16,
hwb7, sqrt7, 15-enc, adder0-5, 7-enc), respectively. However, for
other benchmarks, the smart placements provide marginal reduc-
tions or even increases in communication overhead on both qubit
architectures. This is because the position of the qubits will change
after each SWAP operation, and the possible benefit of the smart ini-
tial placement will progressively disappear as the circuit execution
advances.

Figures 23 and 24 show similar results for distance-7 surface
code. For some benchmarks, the use of smart initial placements
can effectively decrease the communication overhead compared
to naive placements. The smart initial placement decreases the
operation overhead on the c-arch and the t-arch, from $\sim 15.8\%$ up to $51.0\%$ (adder1-16, rd84, adder0-5, adder1-8, 7-enc, 15-enc) and from $\sim 6.7\%$ up to $33.3\%$ (adder0-5, rd84, ham7, adder1-16, multiply-4, 15-enc, adder1-8, 7-enc), respectively. Moreover, the smart placement approach reduces the latency overhead of the c-arch and t-arch by $10.2\%$ to $31.1\%$ (shor-15, multiply-4, rd73, rd84, 7-enc, adder1-8, 15-enc, adder0-5) and by $5.7\%$ to $74.7\%$ (rd73, adder1-8, 15-enc, adder0-5, 7-enc), respectively. However, for other benchmarks, the benefits from smart initial placements disappear on both qubit architectures.
Figure 24: Comparison of mapping FT circuits with different initial placements on the tile-based architecture ($d = 7$).